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Efficient Higher Order Single Step Methods

for Parabolic Problems: Part I

By James H. Bramble and Peter H. Sammon*

Abstract.   Some efficient, high order methods are discussed for approximating the

solution of an initial boundary value problem for a homogeneous parabolic equation

with time dependent coefficients. The methods are based on Galerkin-type approxi-

mations in the spacial variables and single step methods in the time variable. The

equations defining the time-stepping procedure are solved only approximately, how-

ever. A preconditioned iterative technique is used for this purpose. The resulting

algorithm is shown to produce optimal order approximations using only the order of

work required by the single step method applied to the parabolic problem with time

independent coefficients.

I. Introduction.  In this paper we study efficient ways to calculate approximations

to the solution of a parabolic equation that are of third or fourth order in time and of

high order in space. The approximations are generated by rational function based

schemes (cf. Nassif and Descloux [7] or Baker, Bramble, and Thomée [2] if the operator

in question is time independent), but these schemes are modified in a manner suggested

by Douglas, Dupont, and Ewing [4] in their work on the Crank-Nicolson method. We

study the schemes in the context of a linear parabolic equation with time dependent

coefficients in this part of the work, and we will generalize these schemes to nonlinear

equations in Part II of this work.

The schemes suggested by Nassif and Descloux in [7] are single step methods

based on a certain class of rational function approximations to the function e~x, x & R,

and a given family of discrete spacial operators.  Nassif and Descloux give estimates in

[7] that show that the resulting approximations make errors that are of optimal order.

However, the schemes are not really suitable for practical computation since each step

of the time-stepping procedure involves the solution of a new linear system that is re-

lated to the family of spacial operators.

Douglas, Dupont, and Ewing address this problem in [4] and suggest the remedy

of using a preconditioned iterative technique to approximately solve the linear system.

This approach only requires the solution of linear systems involving a fixed discrete

spacial operator if sufficiently many iterations are done at each time step.  Conditions

are discussed in [4] that also allow one to iterate a fixed number of times at each time
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step (a number that is independent of the discretization parameters) and still observe

the optimal order errors.  The overall work required by this strategy is of the magni-

tude of the work required by the usual Crank-Nicolson scheme applied to a linear prob-

lem with time independent coefficients.  Thus, under these conditions, they obtain a

scheme that is efficient as well as effective.

The results of this paper are similar to those of [4], with regard to our higher

order schemes, and are in fact in some ways stronger. In particular, because the schemes

which we consider are inherently more dissipative than the Crânk-Nicolson scheme, we

are able to obtain the best results unconditionally.  In addition, our analysis shows that

the special closeness requirements of the initial values to the "elliptic projection" de-

manded in [4] are unnecessary and that a more natural and more easily computed ini-

tial projection may be used.

An alternate approach to the problem of finding efficient time-stepping algorithms

can be found in work by Douglas and Dupont in [3].  They analyze two efficient

schemes for parabolic problems.  The first is a method which is of first order in time

(the Laplace-modified procedure) and the second is a three-level method of second

order in time.

We now introduce the parabolic problem and some convenient notation.  Let

Í2 C Rd, d > 1, be a compact domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary 9Í2 and an

outward pointing unit normal n(x) = (n^x), . . . , nd(x)). Let t > 0. The following

parabolic problem will be studied under certain smoothness assumptions:

a
-ut = L(t)u 3 -  £ Dfafic, t)Dfu) + a0(x, t)u   on Í2 x (0, t),

iV= i

d

"l9n=u   or   nAVu\dn =   £   n^ftu^n = 0    on dtt x (0, r),

"lf=o =v   on Í2.

Here A = [fli;(x, 0]fj= i *s a symmetric, uniformly positive definite family of matrices

of sufficiently smooth coefficients on Í2 x [0, r], a0(x, t) is a nonnegative, sufficiently

smooth function on Í2 x [0, t], and u(x) is a given initial data function on Í2.  If the

Neumann boundary conditions are under consideration, we will further require that

a0(x, t) not vanish on Í2 x [0, r] and that the coefficients {a,y} have the following

special form:

Cijix, f) = a(x, fyiijix),      1 < i, / < d,

for sufficiently smooth functions a and (af¡}. (This extra requirement ensures time in-

dependent boundary conditions). We will refer to the Dirichlet boundary conditions as

BCD  and to the Neumann conditions as BCN.

We let H1 denote the usual ¿2(£2)-based Sobolev space with norm ||-||j, / a non-

negative integer. We also let 7/¿ denote the subspace of H1 that consists of functions

that vanish (in the sense of trace) on 9Í2. We will use (•, •) to denote the usual ¿2(Í2)-

inner product on S2.

(1.1)
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The operators {L(f)}0<t<T form a family of Z,2(£2)-selfadjoint elliptic operators

on the following domain:

ÍH2nHl0   ifwehaveBCD,

{H2 n {we H2: a4Vw|3n = 0}  if we have BCN.

Moreover, the form

is (strongly) coercive over #¿ x #¿ if we have BCD or Hl x H1 if we have BCN. Thus

we can apply the standard parabolic equation theory to (1.1) (cf. Friedman [5] or

Lions and Magenes [6]) and obtain the existence and uniqueness of solutions u for

various classes of initial data. We will always assume that v € DL and further smooth-

ness and compatibility conditions will be added later.

We let 7X0: L2(£l) —*■ DL denote the solution operator for L(t); that is,

L(t)[T(t)f] =/for all fE L2(ß). We note that {T(t)}0<t<T is a smooth family of

bounded operators from H1 to lP+2 n DL, for / > 0 and that {L(t)}0<t<T is a smooth

family of bounded operators from H,+ 2 n DL to //*, for / > 0. In fact, !<%) =

(d/dt)'L(t), i > 0, can be calculated by differentiating the coefficients of L(t) with re-

spect to time, and if we let 7*%) = (dldi)]T(t), we have that

T^\f) = - T(t)L^\t)T(t).

We shall use the symbols C, C1 and C2 to denote generic, positive constants

throughout this paper.  The symbol Cwill also be used to denote a generic, increasing,

positive function on R. We will define ^}m (•) = 0 if m2 <mx.

H. Spacial Discretization Operators. We will assume that we have a finite dimen-

sional subspace Sh C I2(Í2) (associated with parameters 0 < h < 1 and r > 2) and a

sufficiently smooth family of selfadjoint, positive semidefinite operators {^(0}o<r<T

on Z,2(Í2) that have range in Sn and that are positive definite on Sh. We define L„(t)

on Sh as the inverse of Th (t)\s   for each 0 < t < t.  Given /G L2(SÏ), we will regard

Tn(t)f?LS an approximation to T(f)f.  In fact, we will require that the following be

true:

(2.1) ||(r<%) - T\l\f))f\\ < C(j)hl+ 211/11,   for / > 0 and 0 < / < r - 2;

here T^\t) = (dldt)'Th(t): ¿2(Í2) —► L2(S2).  Finally, we will assume that there is a

norm \\-\\j on Sh that satisfies the following:

(2.2) ll^ll2 < Cl^lll < C(Lh{fyp, v)   for 0 < t < r and * e Sh,

(2.3) l(LJEf KO^i, *j)l< c(f)W*i 11/11^211/   for 0 < í < r, vjj, ̂ 2 e 5ft and / > 0;

bsteLV> = (dldtyLH(t):SH-+Sh.

We note that many of the well-known Galerkin-type methods satisfy these as-

sumptions.  For a discussion, see Sammon [8].
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We let Pj(t) = Th(i)L(ty. DL —* Sh,0 < t < t, define a family of "elliptic pro-

jection" operators. We also let P: L2(ß) —*• Sh denote the ¿2(i2)orthogonal pro-

jection onto Sn. (Note that Th = PT„P.)  If w G H1*2 n £>L for some 0 < / < r - 2,

then

(2.4) ||w - Pw\\ < ||w - Pjwft < Cft,+ 2llwll|+2    for 0 < í < r.

We let Pf(f) = (dldt)'Pj(t) for / > 0.
Suppose we choose vGHr so that u(f) G /f and ||i/(r)||r < Cl|u||, for 0 < t < t.

Then, setting W(f) = Pj(t)u(t), we have the following:

(2.5) ||«C0 - W(t)\\ < Or'Hull,    for 0 < t < t.

We also wish to see how well the time derivatives of W approximate those of u.  To

this end we study the following:

Proposition 2.1. IfwEH1*2 n DL for some0<l <r-2,then

\\P¡m\t)w\\ < C(hi)ä,+ 2IMIz+2   forQ<t<Ttmdm>0.

Proof. We see that (2.1) implies that

m

£ (™)rw¿(*-/)w
/=o v '

ii4m)(0wii <

< V (m\T{j)L(m-j)w

(if

+ C(m)/i/+2||w||
f+2

TLw + C(m)ri1+2\}w\\t+2 = C(m)h'+2\\w\\,+ 2.

We will now apply the above result.  If 0 < / < r - 2, m > 0 and v G Hl+2 + 2m

satisfies certain (boundary) compatibility conditions (see [5], [6] or [8]), it follows that

u<J\t)GHi+2 and that \\u^\t)\\l+2 < <Xm)\\v\\,+ 2 + 2m, provided that 0 </<m and 0 <

t < r.  Thus, if we set W(m)(r) = (d¡dt)mW(t), Proposition 2.1 and (2.1) show that

||«(m)(0 - W^m\f)\\ < ||u<m)(r) - fy/(w>(f)ll + C(m) ¿ ||p(/)w(m-,)(í)||

(2.6)
f=i

<C(m)Ä,+ 2|N,+2+2m    for0<r<r.

Thus, under the aforementioned conditions on v, W^m>{t) is uniformly bounded in

L2(ß) for 0 < t < t.

At times, we will assume that the following condition holds:

Bh:     \\L^(t)TH(s%\\Th(s)L^Hm<C(f)   for 0 <s, t<r and/>0.

Estimates in Sammon [8] or Nassif and Descloux [7] show that this condition holds for

various Galerkin-type methods if inverse assumptions are valid.  The following estimate
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is a consequence of Condition Bn :

d\m
\\L„(t)W^m\t)\\ <

y L*W
+ C(m) Z \\L^ThLnW<-m-l\t)\\

1=1

< ||K<m +l >(f)|| + C(m) X  \\Lh W^m-'\t)\\    for 0 < t < r and m > 0;
/=i

here we have used the fact that LhW = PZ,w = - /t/1*.  Thus, an induction argument

shows that
m+l

(2.7)       l|£h(f)RX*>(f)|| < C(m) £   ll"(/)(0ll    for 0 < t < r and m > 0,
/=!

provided that Condition Bh holds.

III. Time Discretizations. We now consider a method of computing approxima-

tions to the solution u of (1.1).

We begin by studying rational function approximations to the exponential e~x on

R+.  It is well known that there are rational functions r(x) = P(x)lQ(x) (P and Q are

relatively prime polynomials) that satisfy the following conditions:

!(i)    Q(x)>0   forxX), ß(0)=l,

(ii)    -1 + 5 < QTl(x)P(x) < 1    for some 5 > 0 and all x > 0,

(iii)     |r(jc) - e~x\ < Cxp+ x    for some v > 1 and all x > 0.

We will use P's and ß's that are no more than quadratics in our later work, but, for

now, we assume that P(x) = V¡^0pfcl and Q{x) = Y,vl=.0qpl, where p0 = q0 = 1. We

have the following examples:

(i) P(x)/Q(x) = 1/(1 + x) with 5 = 1, v - 1 (Backwards Euler).

(ii) P(x)IQ(x) = (1 - jc/2)/(1 + x/2) with § = 0,^=2 (Crank-Nicolson).

(iii) The family parametrized by X > 1/4, X i= 1/2:

Pix)IQfx) = (1 + (2X - l)x + (X2 - 2X + l/2)x2)/(l + Xx)2    with 5 > 0, v = 2.

If X = të(l + 1/V^), then y = 3 (Calahan).

(iv) P(x)IQ(x) = 1/(1 + x + x2/2) with S = 1, v = 2 (Padé).

(v) P(x)IQ(x) = (1 - x/3)/(l + 2x/3 + x2/6) with § > 0, v = 3 (Padé).

(vi) P(x)lQ(x) = (1 - x/2 + x2/12)/(l + x/2 + x2/12) with S = 1, v = 4 (Padé).

We are particularly interested in the cases where S > 0.

We will now show how property (3.1) (iii) can lead to a two-point Taylor ex-

pansion used by Nassif and Descloux in [7].

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that g is a smooth function on [0, r0]. Then for

each 0 < t < r0, we have that

(3.2) (QttD)gXt) = (K-tD)g)(0) + C K(t, s) Dv+ lg(s)ds,
J o

where D denotes the differentiation operator on [0, r0] and where

(3.3) K(t, s) = ¿ j^} (-t)>(t - *)"-''•
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Proof   From (3.1) (iii) we see that Q(x)e~x - P(x) = 0{xv+ ').  Now take m

derivatives, where 0 < m < v, of each side of this equation and evaluate them at x =

0. We see that

m m

m\Pm - £ Pk-ir-'/ty    or   Pm(-irr«! = Z í/-í)f")/!/*-/.
/^o^7 /=o V7

This gives (3.2) with g(s) = sm for 0 < s < r0.  Thus we have (3.2) if g is a polynomial

of degree no more than v.

We now expand the sufficiently smooth function g in a Taylor series of degree v

and apply our above work.  This shows that (3.2) holds with the kernel given and com-

pletes the proof.

If we let {uh(t)}0<t<T C Sh be defined by the equations

(3.4) un<t(t) + Ln(t)uh(t) = 0    for 0 < t < r and un(0) = vn,

where vn G Sh is some function "close" to v (for instance, vh = iV), then work by

Sammon [8] shows that

(3.5) \\u{f) - un(t)\\ = 0{hr)   for0<r<r,

under certain conditions.  Thus, if we could approximate the solution uh of (3.4) with

a known small error, we could use (3.5) to show that our approximation is actually

close to u. We will use our two-point Taylor polynomial to construct an approximation

tou„.

Let 0 < k < 1 so that Mk = t for some integer M > 1. We will study a method

of approximating uh(k). Choose a rational function r(x) = P(x)IQ(x) that satisfies

(3.1) (i) through (3.1) (iii) and where the degrees of P and Q are two or less. (This

implies that v < 4.)  If we note that

41 }(0 = ft "h (0 = -Lh(t)uh(t)    for 0 < r < r,

"12)(0 = (f-K(') = (l£(0 - ¿i'^KC)    for 0 < í < r,

then setting g(s) = uh(s), 0 < s < k, and using (3.2) gives us the following:

{/ + ?!*£„(*) + q2k2(L2h(k) - LtfXmUnik)

= {I + PlkLh(0) + p2k2(L2h(0) - ¿(DiO))}^) + 0(fc"+ »«^ !>).

Thus, if the quantity in the first set of braces is invertible, we might expect the follow-

ing to be "close" to uh(k):

{I + qikLn + q2k\L\ - I±^)Y\K){I + PlkLn + p2k2(L2 - Lh»)}(0)un.

This scheme for approximating un(k) will be the basis of a scheme for approxi-

mating un(Nk) for any 1 < Af < M. It will be seen that the approximations can con-

tinue to be defined using operators that are constructed from P, Q and the family

{Z,^(r)}/=01. We note that these schemes can be defined if the degrees of P and Q

are higher than two, as was done in [8].
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The solution un of (3.4) only plays a motivational role and will not enter in any

way in the rest of this work.  For purposes of our estimates, we will need some func-

tion in Sh that is uniformly close to u in the sense of (3.5), and uh would be a possible

candidate.  We will use W for this purpose, however, mainly because it is easy to esti-

mate its time derivatives.

For 0 < n < M, let tn = nk, Lf = Lf{tn) (j > 0), Tf = T%\t„) (j > 0),
P„ = P(kLn), Q„ = Q(kL„), P„=P„- P2k2Lnl\ Q„ = Q„- q2k2L<¿\   We

now settle the question of ßn's invertibility on Sh.

Proposition 3.2. Ifkis sufficiently small, we have that

(3.7)       C1(ß„¥j, v0 < (QnV, „) < C2(Q„ip, *)   forO<n<Mand<peS„.

Proof.   We first see that if 0 < n < M and ^) G Sh, then

\(QnV, v?) - (QH<p, *)l = k2q2\(L„%, 0| < Ck2q2U\) < Ckq2(kL„*, *),

where we have used (3.1) (i)  to show that  q2 > 0.   Then, if q2 > 0, x <

(sup0<y<ooyQ~l(y))Q(x) for any 0 < x < °° and it follows that (kLny, <¿) <

C(Qnip, ifi). The proof is now easily completed.

We shall assume throughout this work that k is small enough to allow the con-

clusion of Proposition 3.2 to hold. Thus, since Qn is invertible due to Q(x)'s positivity

on R+, it follows that the selfadjoint operator Qn is also invertible, for 0 < n <M.

We now return to our description of an approximation to the solution of (1.1).

Given v, we choose a Vo G Sh that is close to v (for instance Vo = Pv, although we

will describe perhaps better possibilities later) and recursively define V"+1 (0 < n < M),

given V", by the following formula:

(3.8) Qn+j Vn+1 = Pn V,      0<n<M.

We expect V" to be close to uh(t„) which is in turn close to u(t„), where 0 < « < M,

and we will derive corresponding estimates.

As noted before, this approximation scheme has been studied in an ¿2(S2) setting

by Nassif and Descloux in [7]. We now see how computation of this scheme involves

solving a new linear problem at each time step and why a more efficient variant would

be desirable. We shall later study the variant suggested by Douglas, Dupont, and Ewing

in [4].  However, since the analysis of this variant requires estimates of the original

scheme (the one defined by (3.8)) in new norms, we shall first present another analysis

for the latter. We shall also define a natural choice for Vo.

TV. Preliminary Error Estimates.  We are primarily interested in how close V" is

to W" = W(tn) (0<n<M) since we already know (recall (2.6)) how close W" is to

u" = u(tn) (0 < n < M).  As noted before, these estimates are already known in the

£2(i2)-norm, but we wish to study them in the (possibly) stronger norms given by

(ön('). O)1 '2 • This will allow us to study a variant of the scheme where the

(Ôn('). (•))1'2-norm is hi some sense a natural norm of the problem. We note that most

of our work will go on in Sh in the next two sections.
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Letting E" = V" - W" for 0 < n < M, we see that

ô„+1£"+1 = PH+lE» + (Pn-Pn+l)E" + (Pn -Pn)E" + (Qn+l ~Qn + i)E"+i

(4-1) -(Qn+1Wn+1 -PnW")   foil<n + l<M.

This will be an important error equation.

We note that (4.1) is of the form QX = PV + F, where X,V,FG Sh and Q and

P are selfadjoint operators on Sh that satisfy the following:

(i)    (00,<¿>>O    for0^GS„,

(4.2) (Ü)    ((Q-i>,v>)>0    forO^GSfc,

(iii)   ((Q + 7>, <¿) > b(Qp, <p)   îorQïipeSf,, where 5 > 0.

(Of course (4.2) (i) through (4.2) (iii) follow from (3.1) (i) through (3.1) (iii).) This

situation leads to the following

Proposition 4.1. Let QX = PV + F, where Q and P are selfadjoint operators

that satisfy (4.2).  Then we have that

(4.3) (QX, X)<(QV,V)-8((Q-P)V,V) + 2(F, X).

Proof. Let Y = Q~XPV.  Then QX = QY + F and

(QX, X) = (QY, X) + (F, X) = (QY, Y) + (QY, QT'F) + (F, X)
= (QY, Y) + (QX, QTlF) - (F, Q~lF) + (F, X) < (QY, Y) + 2(F, X).

Set Y = Q112 Y, V = Q1 >2 V and A = Q"^PQ~^. Thus Y = AV. Now (4.2) implies

that (/ - A) and ((1 - 6)7 + A) are positive definite operators on Sh, and since they

commute, we have that

IMI2 - 5((7 - Ayp, *>) - IUMI2 = ((7 -A\(\-h)I + Ayp, ̂  > 0

for all i¿> G S„. We now complete the proof by observing that

(QY, Y) m imp = \\AV\\2 < HFII2 - 6((7 - A)V, V) = (QV, V) - S((Q - P)V, V).

We will want to apply Proposition 4.1 to (4.1) and obtain an estimate for (Qn+ 1E"+1,

E"+1).  In anticipation of this, we prove the following estimates.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that Condition Bh holds ifQ(x) is quadratic.   Then, if

0<n<« + m<M and <pl, y2 G Sh, we have that

Wn+m-PHyPr,^)\
<Ctm(Qn<Pl,o1)l'2(Qnv2,<p2)ll2.

\((Q„+m-Qn)*i>*2)\

(4.4)

Proof.   We first note that (3.1) (ii) implies that the degree of P(x) is no greater

than the degree of Q(x) and (3.1) (ii) and (3.1) (iii) imply that Q(x) cannot be the con-

stant 1.  Also, if we let 7?(x) = 1 + x if q2 = 0 and R(x) =1 + x + x2 if q2 ^ 0, we

see that ITl(x)Q(x), R(x)QTl(x) < C for x > 0.  Thus, letting R¡ = R(kLj) (0 </ <

M), we have that

C, (Rfp, </>) < (Qff>, <¿>) < C2 (RfÇ, <¿>)    for * G Sh and 0 < / < M.
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Thus it suffices to prove (4.4) with Rn-inner products on the right-hand side.

We have the following estimates:

k\((Ln+m -1>!, *>2)| < Ctmk        sup      \(Lhl\syfl, ^2)|
tn<s<tn + m

(4-5) < CtnkWvMtih < Ctmk(Ln^,^)ll2(Ln^2, k)1'2

<Ctm(Rn*l,<Piyi2(Rntp2,lf2)ïl2,

k2\((Ll+m -Lnypi^2)\<k2\((Ln+m -Lnypx,Ln+m^)\

+ k2\(L„ipl,(Ln+m -Lnyp2)\

(4.6) <Ctmk2(      sup       \\Lnl\s)TnÚ(i + \\Ln+mTJ)\\Ln^\\\\Ln^\\
\tn<s<tn+m )

<Ctm(Rn^,^yi2(RntP2,^2yi2  ifq2±0;

note that Condition Bh was used in (4.6).

We can now use (4.5) and (4.6) to complete the proof.

Lemma 4.3. 7/0 < n < M and ip1, <¿>2 G Sh, we have that

l((?„-7>>1,«p2)|)

(4J) ^ < ^ô„vi,^)1/2(ô^2) *ji\

\((Qn-Q„ypi>f2)\)

Proof   The result essentially follows from the proof of Proposition 3.2.

We now study the truncation error term in (4.1) by comparing it to the true

solution u of (1.1).

Proposition 4.4. Suppose that v G 77", u = max(2(v + 1), r + 2), is such that

\\u(t)\\r+2 < CMlr+2, H"(V+ 1>(0fl < C|MI2(w+1) forO<t<T and we have Condition

Bh // ß(x) is quadratic.   Then, ifO<n<M and y G Sh, we have that

(4.8) \(Qn+lW+1 - PnWn, 01 < CkQir\\v\\r+2 + *"ll«ll2(v+l)Xß„V, f)1'2-

Proof.   We note that ut = -Lu, utt = (L2 - 7,(1))w = - 7,(7 + T^)ut for 0 <

t < t and that Proposition 3.1 implies that

(4.9) ll("" + 1 - íjK + 1 + Í2^2"?f+1) - ("" -PM + P2k2untt)\\ < Ckv+l\\v\\2(v+i)

We also have the following for 0 < / < M: W' = Pfj = Pu> + (Pr - P)u>,

(4.10) L,W* = L^T^LtyMtj) - -K

(Lf - LJV)W> = -Lf(P + Tjx Vf

(4.11) = -Lpjét + PjT^KtjX) + LfPi - P)u>t

+ Lpr-F)7<lXtfyJt + LjP(T^\tj) - Tj1 Vf,

and -LfP^ + T^Xt^) = 7Vff, where we have used the fact that TJl) = -TfLJl)Tf.
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We now use these facts to see that

< œ+1\\v\\2(v+l)M + c(f"+\\w^\s)-Pu(l\syi\<¿\m

+c{\\(PI-p)un+1\\ + IK7V-7XH + ii(p/-7')r(1)(i„+1K+1ii

+ ||(P/-7')7(1)(r„)^| + \\(T<l\tn + l) - Tn^X+iW

+ \\(T^l\tn)-T^X\\}

'k2(\\Ln+1<p\\ + \\Ln<p\\)

<CWMr+2 + *"tMI2(l)+1)){IMI2 + fc2IH^II2}1/2,

which gives our result.

We can now put these results together and demonstrate a bound in the ß^2-norm

for the difference between V" and Wn for 0 < n < M.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that v is sufficiently smooth and compatible (the hy-

potheses of Proposition 4.4 would suffice) and that we have Condition Bh if Q(x) is

quadratic.   Then, if k is sufficiently small, we have the following:

(4.12)  llßV2(^ - H^jll < C(hr + Ä*)1H>|IM + C\\Qll2(V» -PjV)\\   forO<N<M.

Proof.   Let 0 < n < M. An application of the results of this section to the

terms on the right of (4.1) shows that

(Qn+^n+l'^+l) <(1 + CkXQnEn,E") + CMk? + h^UvUl

+ Ck(Qn + lE"+l,E"+1),

which gives the result.

We will now examine possibilities for the starting function Vo.  We require that

Vo - Pjv be bounded by C(kv + h^ in the ß£/2-norm if we wish a comparable error in

(4.12). We can always let Vo = P¡o, but we note that the approximation scheme de-

fined by (3.8) never requires that we determine Th applied to any function.  In applica-

tions, this would amount to a special, expensive calculation required only at the begin-

ning.  There is another choice for Vo that involves solving a system with ß0 (or even

ß0).  Since such systems have to be solved anyway to take the first step, this would

seem to be a better approach.

We have

Proposition 4.6. IfvGHr+2 nDL and ¿(0)uGDL,define Vo'1 and Vo'2

in Sh by the following:

iQoV0'1

(ßo^'2

= P(v + qykL(0)v + q2k2(L2(0) - ¿(1)(0))u),

(4.13) {
>2 = P(v + qlkL(Q¡)ü + q2k2L2(0)v) = PQ(kL(0))v.

Then WQl^V^W + ||fi¿/2F°'2|| + ||fi¿/27>|| < C\\v\\4 and
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\\Ql0l2(V°'l-PlV)\\\

(4.14) \<Chr\\v\\r+2.

HQl'Hv0'2 -Pjvyu)

Proof  We observe that the following hold for ip€.Sh:

(L0PjV - ¿(0)u, 0 = ((P - F}L(0)v, 0 = 0,

(L2PjV - ¿2(0)u, 0 = (L0PL(0)o-PL2(0)v, 0 = (¿0(P7;(0)u - PjL^v), 0

= ((P - Pj)L(0)o, Io0 = ((7 - Pj)L(0)v, L0<p),

(L^PjU - L^(0)v, 0 = -(LQT^L(0)v - L(0)T^(0)L(0)v, 0

= (L^PjT^O) - T^)L(0)u, 0 = ((T^(0) - T^)L(0)o, i0V)

+ ((P/-7)r(1)(O)I(O)u,Lo0.

Thus, if we let ^ = Vo'1 - P¡v, then

||ßi/2(I/o,i _piV)]]2 <C|IO¿/2(F0'1 -P^ll2 = C(Q0(V0'1 -Pp),*)

< Ku-P^, v)| + q2k2Chr\\v\\r+2\\L0v\\

<Chr\\v\\r+2\\Q10'\\\.

This completes the proof of the first part of (4.14) and the remainder of the estimates

follow even more simply from the above observations.

This result completes our error analysis for the approximation scheme defined by

(3.8) with Vo defined by either equation of (4.13). We will call this the base scheme

in the sequel.

We note that if Vo'2 is defined by

(4.15) akL0)V°'2=PQ(kL(0))v,

where ß(x) is a polynomial that satisfies C\ < ß(x)/ß(x) < C2 for 0 < x < °°, an esti-

mate like (4.14) will still hold.  This modification might prove useful if Q(kL0) is a

preconditioning operator for the kind of linear system solving techniques we will study

in the next section.

V.  A Variant of the Base Scheme.   As we noted before, the calculation of the

base scheme involves the solution of a new linear problem at each time step. We wish

to study a variant of this scheme where we only approximately solve the linear system

at each time step. We propose to use an iterative technique for this purpose which, as

we will see, can be provided with a good initial guess for the true solution.

If we are at a point in our calculations where we have several accurate approxima-

tions to the function u at previous time steps, it can be seen that there is an extrapola-

tion of these values that yields just as good an approximation at the next time step.

The smoothness of u makes this possible. This extrapolation could be used as an initial

guess for an iterative procedure.  But this observation raises a question.  Since even the

exact solution of the system which we are approximately solving is no closer to u (in
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the sense of order) than the extrapolated guess, why iterate at all?  If we did no itera-

tions and used this procedure as an algorithm to generate further approximations,

errors would grow and the approximations would deteriorate.  Such an algorithm is not

stable.  Of course, the base algorithm (solve the system exactly and forget about itera-

tions) can easily be shown to be stable although we will not formally state this result.

Also, it will not be too hard to see that if we make an error in approximately solving

the system that is of the order of the local truncation error and that is in some sense

independent of the initial guess, then the algorithm is stable and gives accurate approxi-

mations.  For the iterative schemes that we will consider, this strategy requires a quan-

tity of iterations that is on the order of the logarithm of the total number of time

steps, per time step.  However, there is a more efficient strategy available if the poly-

nomials P(x) and ß(x) have the correct properties.  If one does in fact give a good ini-

tial guess to the iterative scheme and then iterates only a certain number of times per

time step (a number that is independent of the total number of steps), then, even

though accuracy is not improved, the resulting algorithm is stable and generates accurate

approximations for u. This phenomenon was first observed in [4] in relation to the

Crank-Nicolson scheme. We will give arguments in this section that show that these

results hold for schemes that have the right kind of dissipation; that is, P and ß are

such that S > 0.  Similar results can be proven for polynomial pairs that are just stable

(S = 0) but the condition k < Ch2, for some constant C, is required. This condition

introduces dissipation and was used in [4].

We begin by discussing the properties of a particular type of preconditioned itera-

ative technique for solving linear systems. We will assume that we are working in a

finite dimensional space 77 with an inner product (•, -)H and a norm \\-\\H = (•, -)jj2.

Suppose A is a positive definite selfadjoint operator on 77, and we wish to find an

approximation to the vector x that satisfies Ax = y, where y is known. We will also

assume that the situation is such that we have another positive definite selfadjoint

operator A0 at our disposal for which A^z, z G 77, is easy to find and for which we

know the following spectral estimate:

(5.1) X„(/l0z, z)H < (/áz, z)//<X104oz, z)H    for z G 77,

where 0 < X0 < X¡ are known constants.  Then there are methods which, when given

an initial guess x^ for the solution x, generate a sequence of approximations x(a\

a > 1, to x that have the following properties:

(i) The calculation of x(a+1)) given {x^}f=0, only requires evaluating A and

A0, solving systems involving A0, and Hilbert space operations.

(ii) The sequence x^ —* x as a —► °° geometrically in the following way. There

is a smooth decreasing function 0 < y(Ç) < 1 (0 < % < 1) that satisfies 7(1) = 0 and

which gives the rate of convergence of the iterative scheme in the ,4¿/2-norm:

(5.2) \\All2(x-x^H\H<c(^\a[^y\All2(x-x^)\\H    fora>0.

A given method may or may not actually use the spectrum estimation constants X0 and
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Xj in its calculations. We also note that (5.2) implies that the following estimate holds

if C^/XoJ^tXoAi) < 1 for some a > 0:

ii4/2(*-*<«>)„„

The preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm fits into this framework with

7 = (1 -%ll2)l(\ + £*'2); see [1]. We also note that another example of such an

algorithm is given by the following splitting method. Let u > 0 and, given x^ for

some a > 0, define x(a+ ^ by the following:

A0x<a + l> = ny + (A0 - ßAyx^l

This method converges for certain values of u, and if we choose u = 2/(X¡ + X0), then

we have a method that satisfies (i), (if) above with 7 = (1 - £)/(l + £); see [1] or [9].

We intend to use an iterative scheme with the properties described above to ap-

proximately solve the system (3.8) which defines our base scheme. The Hubert space

77 will be Sh with the 7,2(i2)-inner product and the above discussions outline possible

error results. We will keep the conjugate gradient algorithm in mind since it offers a

good convergence rate and it does not require the values of X0 and Xj in its calcula-

tions; they only enter into its error analysis.

We must now decide what to use as a preconditioning operator. We note that the

contribution of the Lnl^x term in Qn+1 is small, so we can ignore this term when con-

structing a preconditioner. We now discuss two possibilities:

A. Q0 as a preconditioning operator.   This is a good choice if linear systems

involving ß0 are easy to solve.  For instance, if ß(x) = 1 + qtx is linear, then ß0 =

7 + qxkL0 has essentially the same structure as the L0 operator and solving this type

of problem is well studied.  If ß(x) = (1 + Xx)2, as in the Calahan method, then solv-

ing systems with Q0 = (I + XkL0)2 only involves solving two successive systems with

the (7 + \kL0) operator.  Thus, ß0 is also a good preconditioner for this method.  If

ß(x) is not a perfect square, the fourth order diagonal Padé scheme being a notable

example, there are other methods for solving systems involving ß0 that use complex

arithmetic. Thus, using Q0 as a preconditioning operator is possible for these methods.

We will offer an alternative in B however.

We observe that the following result contains (5.1) for Q0 as a preconditioning

operator.

Proposition 5.1. Let 0 < m, n < M, and assume Condition Bh if Q(x) is qua-

dratic.   Then, if¡pGSn,

(5.4) (1 + C(\tn - tm\ + k)T\Qn*, <p) < (Qm<p, & < (1 + C(\tn - tm\ + k)XQnV, *>)•

Proof. We see that

(Qm*, v) = (Qnf, *) + ((Qm - Onto, v) + ((Qm - Qm)p, v).
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and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 show that

\((Qm - ß„V, *) + ((Qm - Qmyp, v)\ < C(\t„ -tm\ + k)(Q„<p, *).

This gives the second inequality and the first is done in a similar fashion using Proposi-

tion 3.2.

Thus, if we are using an iterative technique as described above, with the precon-

ditioning operator ß0, to approximately solve (3.8) at some time step 1 < n + 1 <M,

we can expect an error reduction of at least 7a((l + Ctn+l)~2) (in the sense of (5.3))

after a iterations.  Since 7(1) = 0, 7((1 + Ctn+i)~2) < Ctn+1 and hence the error

reduction is of order 0(1^) for the first few steps.  In anticipation of later results, we

note that if 0 < e < 1 is given, there is an a = a(e) so that 7a((l + Ctn+1)~2) <

min(e, tnl2{). Thus, only a fixed number of iterations a = a(e) would be required to

achieve this error reduction at each step.

Now we consider another possibility for a preconditioning operator that is useful

if ß(x) is quadratic but not a perfect square.  Let X > 0 and set Sn = 7 + \kLn for

0 < n < M.

B. 50 = (7 + XkLQ) or S\ as a preconditioning operator.  We first note that it is

easy to solve systems using these operators; that is, we only need to solve (perhaps

successive) systems with the (7 + Xfc7,0) operator. We can also prove the following re-

sult by the methods used in the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3:

Proposition 5.2. Let 0 < m, n <M and I be the degree ofQ(x). Suppose that

Condition Bh is satisfied if Q(x) is quadratic.   Then, if\p&Sh, we have that

(5.5) C, (5>, v) < (Qm*, 0 < C2(S>, v).

Thus, if we are using an iterative technique with Sl0 as a preconditioning operator

(where / is the degree of Q(x)) to approximately solve (3.8) at some time step 1 <

n + 1 < M, we can expect an error reduction of at least ya(C1/C2) (in the sense of

(5.3)) after a iterations.  Also, for each 0 < e < 1, there is an an+1 = an+l(e) so that

ya"+ '(Cj/Q) < minie, ££,) and so that an+1 < C(|log fB+1| + |log e|). Thus, the

number of iterations a„+1 = ocn+1(e) required to achieve the given error reduction of

nun(e, f^2!) at the (n + l)st step is a function of n and becomes large if tn+1 = 0(k).

However, since

2    M
m T, (»"g h\ + Ifose» < °0/e)>

the average number of iterations per time step required, to attain the given error reduc-

tion at each time step, can be assumed to be bounded independently of k.

We now gather these ideas. We will assume that we have chosen a preconditioning

operator, which we will call PQ, and we have Condition Bh if ß(x) is quadratic. Thus,

we can assume that

(5.6) Cj(PQp, if) < (QH<p, if) < C2(PQp, ¿)    for 0 < n < M and ? G Sh.

We also assume that we have an iterative linear system solving process P which uses

this preconditioning operator. We now wish to use P to calculate approximations to

the solutions of systems like Qn\ = F, where 0 < n < M, assuming we have been
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given the right-hand side F, an initial guess Xn for X» and a tolerance ßn > 0. We will

assume that there is an an = a„(ß„) > 1, so that if x       is the anth iterate of the pro-

cess P applied to this system, then

(5.7) Ilpß1/2(X - Xian))IKP„llpß1/2(x - Xo)ll-

Finally, we will make an assumption about the total number of iterations needed to

achieve certain tolerances.  If ßn = min(e, r¿'2) for 1 < « < M, where 0 < e < 1, then

we will require that (1/Af)2^_ j a„ < C(l/e); that is, we only need finitely many itera-

tions per time step, on the average, to achieve these tolerances.

With the process P at hand, we now formally state a variant of the algorithm

stated in (3.8).  First of all, given v, we choose a U0 G Sn that is close to v, and,

given a set {ß„}M=l of positive tolerances, we define U"+1 in terms of {^}f-0,

0 < n < M - 1,in the following way. We use enough iterations of the process P

(which uses the preconditioning operator PQ) to generate an approximation Un+1 to

the (true) solution Ü"+1 of the following system:

(5-8) Qn+iÛn+1 =P„Un,

where the error made is to be less than the tolerance ßn+i, in the sense of (5.7). We

use

(5.9) WW-Ê'iW
;'=o

for certain coefficients {yn+1(/}7=0, as an initial guess. (We will fix values for these

coefficients later.  Of course, letting Zn+1(U) = U" is a possibility and, in general, we

will never use more than the past few values.)

If we redefine E" = U" - W" for 0 < n < M, we note that we have the follow-

ing important identity, an analogue of (4.1):

Qn + 1E"+l=Pn+1E"+(Pn-Pn+1)E"+(Pn-Pn)E''

(5.10) +(£,+ , -Qn + 1)E"+1 -(Qn + 1W" + 1 -P„Wn)

+ Qn + 1(Un+l -Ün+l)   îotO<n<M-l.

We now analyze the error made by this kind of approximation algorithm. We

will begin by studying a result that is easy to obtain but is not the best possible for

our situation. We will briefly assume that we solve (5.8) to an error of ßn+i = k" for

0<#t<i> — 2(ifi>>2) and to an error of ßn + j = k for n > v — 1. We note that

these latter tolerances imply that, for our types of processes P, we must do on the order

of log(M) = log(r/fc) iterations per time step in general. One must expect these toler-

ances to lead to good error estimates (if we use the appropriate initial guesses), and we

will show that this is indeed the case. However, we will later show that we can get the

same type of estimates for a modified algorithm that only requires finitely many itera-

tions per time step, on the average.

We will assume that v is sufficiently smooth and compatible for this discussion.

In particular, this implies that we can take U° to be an approximation generated by P

to either K0,1 or Vo'2 (recall that these were defined in Proposition 4.6 or (4.15))

with an initial guess of zero and an error tolerance of J30 = hr + kv.
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Our algorithm is of course not well defined and in fact will not obtain the accu-

racy claimed unless we make some special choices for the starting guesses required by

the process P. To be able to do this for the various schemes, we introduce some speci-

fic examples of the operators discussed in (5.9) as follows:

Z^1(U) = 0   forO <n<M,

Z(l2,(U) = U"    for 0 <« <M,

Z{22, (U) = 2U" -U"-x    for 1 < n < M,

Z^l^U) = 3/7" - 3U"~l + U"-2    for 2 < n < M,

^4+i(10 = 4Í/" - 6Un~l + 4U"~2 - U"-3    for 3 < n <M,

^n+iiU) = 5U" - lOt/""1 + 10£/"-2 - 5t/"~3 + Í7"-4    for 4 < n <M;

here, for the moment, U represents an arbitrary sequence t/= {U'}"=0 C 7,2(Í2),

where 0 < n < M.   We note that U" - ZSn% X(U), where 0</i<Mand2</<

min(« + 1,5), is expressible as a sum of terms of the form U' - U'~l, for n - i + 2 <

/ <«.

We can now state this not quite best possible algorithm in its entirety:

Algorithm (1). Use P with the preconditioning operator PQ to

(1) generate an approximation U° to either Vo'1 or Vo'2 using zero as an initial

guess and a tolerance ß0 = hr + kv;

(2) generate an approximation Un+l to the (true) solution of (5.8) using

^+ i(t/) = V" as an initial guess and a tolerance ßn+1 = kv in the range 1 <

« + Kv-1;

(3) generate an approximation t/"+1 to the (true) solution of (5.8) using

Znl i(U) as an initial guess and a tolerance ßn+l =k,in the range v < n + 1 <M.

Again we note that, since we are using a tolerance oí ßn+l = k for v < n + 1 < M,

we need on the order of log(M) = \o%(rlk) iterations per time step, in general.

We use the techniques of Section IV to study this process via Eq. (5.10).  We

first observe the following, where 1 < n + 1 < M:

(5.11)

l(ß„ + 1(t/"+1 -Ün+l),En + l)\<C\\Qnl21En + l\\\\PQxl2{Un + l -Ü"+i)\\

<C||ßy+217i'" + 1||^ + 1llßy+21(t/" + 1-ZW1(f7))||

«$«+l\\Qn(?tEn+l\\ (WQln^(En + l -Z<¿>+l(E))\\

+ \\Q1J+2l(w"+1-z«l1(W))\\),

(5.12)

||ßy+21(7?" + 1 - Zft.,(E))\\ < C     £     ||ßi/2(£/ - E'~l)\\

<c    "z   \\Q},2E'\\,
i=n-t+1
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.where i — 1 or v depending on n.  If we have Condition Bh and a suitable v, then

||ßl/2i(H/«+l_z(Oi(H0)||

<C\\W" + 1 -Zf+l(W)\\ +Ck\\Ln + l(W"+1 -Z^+l(W))\\

(5.13) <<W     sup      \\W^(s)\\ +      sup      ||Ih(s)M/«(s)|\
lo<i<f„ + 1 o<s<tn + 1 j

\    0</</ 0</«-l /

<C**IMIaCi+1),

where again / = 1 or v depending on n.

Thus, we can show the following:

Theorem 5.3. Suppose that Condition Bh holds, v G H* (u = max(r+2, 2v + 2))

is sufficiently compatible on 9S2, and k is sufficiently small.   Then the sequence of

approximations {U"}M=0 generated by Algorithm (1) satisfies the following:

(5.14) \\Q¡J2(UN - WN)\\ < C(hr + *")||ü||m   forO<N<M.

Proof.   Let 0 < n < M. We have via the propositions and lemmas of Section IV

and (5.10) through (5.13), that

(Qn+iE"+1, En+l) < (1 + CkXQnEn, En) + Ck\\v\\l(hr + k")2

(5 15"» "+1
1 ' +Ck Z (QjEl,E>).

/=max(n-n+ 1,0)

Also, Proposition 4.6 shows that Ho¿/2^°ll < C(kv + A0IIu|Im.  This inequality and

(5.15) give our result.

Thus, we have optimal order errors for Algorithm (1).

As a preliminary to analyzing an algorithm that requires only finitely many itera-

tions per time step on the average, we prove some results for the following situation.

Suppose that a set of approximations {U'}"=n_i+l to the functions{W}"=„_i+1

are given, where 1 < i < v + 1 and i - 1 < n < M. Use the process P (with the pre-

conditioning operator PQ) to generate an approximation U"+l to the (true) solution

l/"+1of (5.8) using Z*£>+l(U) as an initial guess and a tolerance 0 < ßn + 1 < 1.

By the analysis done so far, we already know the following.

Proposition 5.4.   Suppose we have Condition  Bh  and  v G TT*4 (u =

max(r + 2,2v + 4)) is sufficiently compatible on 9S2. Then, for any 0 < e < 1, we have

that
(Qn+lE"+1,E»+l) < (1 + CkXQ„E", E") - S((ß„ -Pn)E",En)

+ Ck((kv + hr)2 4- eß2„+1k2t-2)\\v\\l

<5-16) +Çk(Qn+lE"+1,E"+1)

M

c.
e

+ ef£i      £    \\Q}l2(E>-E>-i)\\2.
2*   j=n-i+ 2
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The above result motivates an investigation of the differences of the errors. Re-

calling the form of the equation satisfied by the errors (that is, (5.10)), we study the fol-

lowing

Proposition 5.5. Suppose that QX = PV + F, where Q and P are selfadjoint

operators on Sh.   Then we have that

((Q + P)(X- V), X- V) + ((Q-F)X, X)

(5.17) = ((Q -P)V, V) + 2(F, X- V).

Suppose further that Q and P satisfy (4.2) (in).  Then

S(Q(X- V), X- V) + ((Q-P)X, X) < ((Q -P)V, V) + 2(F,X- V).

We now apply Proposition 5.5 to (5.10).  If we can enforce a certain important

condition, namely that 5 > 0 for our polynomials T^x) and ß(x) (recall (3.1)), we can

obtain an estimate that will allow us to analyze the last term in (5.16).

Proposition 5.6. Suppose we have Condition Bh, u G H*1 (u = max(r + 2, 2v + 4))

is sufficiently compatible on 9Í2 and 6 > 0.   Then there are constants ß* > 0 and

Cs > 0 so that ifßn+ j < ß*, we have that

CMn,2i(En+X -En)\\2 + ((Qn+l -Pn+l)E"+l,En+i)

<(1 + Ck\(Qn -P„)En,En) + Ck2(Qn+1En+1,En+l)

(5.18)
+ ck2(Q„En,E") + a2 {(hr + n2 + ?>l+xk2i-2}\ni

+ Cß2n+i      Z     Hß/^'-Zi7'-1)!!2.
/=«-<+2

Proof   Proposition 5.5, applied to (5.10) in conjunction with the propositions and

lemmas of Section IV, suitable modifications of (5.10) through (5.13) and different

uses of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, yields (5.18) with (1 + Ck) replaced

by 1 and with the following extra term on the right-hand side:

(5.19) |(((ß„+1 -Pn+ï)-(Qn -Pn))En,En)\.

Note that ß(x) - T^x) = x + 0(x2) by the accuracy condition (3.1) (iii), and

ß(x) - P(x) > 0 for x > 0.  If we redefine 7?(x) = x + \q2 - p2 |x2, then C^(x) <

ß(x) - P(x) < C27?(x) for 0 < x < °°.  Thus, under Condition Bh, the techniques of

Section IV show that

\(((Qn+l-Pn+l)-(Qn-Pn))En>En)\

(5-2°) < Ck2(L„En, En) + Ck3\q2 - p2|||7J„7i'"||2

< Ck(R(kLn)En, En) < Ck((Qn - P„)En, E").

We could now combine (5.16) and (5.18) with suitable choices for the parameter

i. We would then essentially find that llßj^2^!! is bounded by terms that are
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0(hr + kv), terms that measure the initial error in the ßJ/2-norm, and terms that mea-

sure the initial error in the k~ll2(Q0 - P0)1/2-norm. The projection we have chosen

for the initial data (as given in Proposition 4.6) is defined so that it is computable by

the P process and so that it leads to an initial error that is good in the ß£/2-norm.

Unfortunately, it does not necessarily lead to one that is good in the k~1l2(Q0-P0)1!2-

norm. We could now proceed in two ways. One approach is to let U° be P¡v or look

for another special approximation which is good in all the required norms.  But, since

the process P would probably not be useful in generating such an approximation (the

spectrum of PQ does not bear the correct relationship to the spectrum of Lh(0)), a

special process would be needed to generate only U°. Since we would prefer to avoid

this situation, we are led to using (5.18) in some other way.  After all, it was only the

direct use of (5.18) that gave this apparent problem.

We have the following result which combines (5.16) and a variant of (5.18); the

latter uses multiplication by the time variable to avoid potential problems at time zero.

Proposition 5.7.   Suppose that Condition Bh holds,  v G 77*1 (¡1 =

max(r + 2, 2v + 4)) is sufficiently compatible on 9Í2 and § > 0.   Then we have

the following for 0 < e < 1, provided that ßn+1 < min(e1/2, tn^x):

(ß„+ XE»+ \ En+1) + C ^j-\\Qnl+\(En + » - E")\\2

Wl -        t„
+ c lJ-Wn+l-rn+l)EH+1,En+1)--j((Qn-Pn)En>EH)

(5.21) < (1 + Ck\QnEn, E") - (5/2X(ß„ - Pn)En, E")

Ci
+ Ck(h2r + k2v + ß2n+lk2i-2)\\v\\i+—k(Qn+lEn+l,En+1)

+ et-JT1      £      \\Q}l2(Ei-Ei-')\\2.
K     j=n-i+2

Proof   It is a rather straightforward computation using (5.16) and (5.18) to obtain

(5.21) with 6/2 replaced by Ô and a term

CediQn-PnP",*!")

on the right-hand side where e1 > 0 is arbitrary.  This gives the result.

We can now define and state results for our final algorithm:

Algorithm (2). Use P with the preconditioning operator PQ to

(1) generate an approximation t/° to either Vo'1 or Vo'2 using zero as an initial

guess and a tolerance (30 = hr + kv;

(2) generate an approximation U"+1 to the (true) solution of (5.8) using

Z^Y^t/) as an initial guess and a tolerance ßn+l< mm(kv~n~ï, 'ß) in the

range 1 < n + 1 < v, where ß > 0 is small;

(3) generate an approximation t/"+1 to the (true) solution of (5.8) using

Znv+P(U) an an initial guess and a tolerance ßn+i< min(/3, t^2^ in the

range v+l<« + l<M, where ß > 0 is small.
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We note that the important difference between this algorithm and Algorithm (1)

is that, by our assumptions on the process P, we only have to iterate a fixed number of

times at each time step, on the average.  Thus, we are demanding fewer iterations, but

as we will soon see, we get the same convergence rates.

Theorem 5.8. Suppose that Condition Bn holds, v G77" (u = max(r + 2,2v + 4))

is sufficiently compatible on 9Í2, ô > 0, and k sufficiently small   Then there is a (com-

putable) ß > 0 so that the approximations {U"}M=0 generated by Algorithm (2) satisfy

the following for 0 < N < M:

\\Q\j2(WN - UN)\\ < Qkv + hr)\\v\\_,

\\WN - UN\\j < CrNl'2(kv + hr)\\v\\_    iîN>0,

\\u(tN) - UN\\ < C(kv + hr)\\v\\_.

Note that we get a superconvergence result for WN - UN in the || • Hj-norm for

times bounded away from zero.

Proof.   The proof is almost immediate from (5.21). We first see that

(ß„ + 17s"+1,7r"+1) + \\Qlnl2x(En+' -E")\\2+C((Q„+1 -Pn+1)En+l, En+l)

(5-22)
< C(h2r + k2vy\v\\l

ß

for 1 < n + 1 < v, where (5.16) and (5.18) have been used.

If v + 1 < N < M, we set i = v + 1 in (5.21), multiply the inequality by

e~ *n+ l/e(l - Cyk/ey1, and sum over the range v <n<N- 1. Then, by choosing

e > 0 sufficiently small and using (5.22), we obtain the first result.  The third result

now easily follows.

The remaining result is obtained by noting that if \p G Sh, 0 < n < M, and

7?(x) - x + \q2 - p2 \x2, then

||^||2 < C(LnV, if) < ^(R(kL„yp, 0 < j= ((Q„ - P>, *>).

Thus, Algorithm (2) generates accurate approximations to the solution u of (1.1)

if the polynomial pair is such that S > 0, implying that dissipation effects are present.

As was noted before, similar results can be proven for stable polynomial pairs (for

which Ô = 0) if dissipation is introduced by requiring that k < Ch2.

VI. Computational Considerations. We conclude this paper with a few remarks

concerning the computational aspects of Algorithm (2) for quadratic T^x) and ß(x).

Suppose that the functions {ty}/=i fo™ a basis for Sn. Moreover, suppose that these

functions have been chosen so that linear systems on RJ involving the matrices

^m = [(Lm^,^/=1,   >41) = K4îV *,)&=!,      0<m<M,

G=[(^;)lt/=i>

have acceptable computational properties. We now wish to examine Algorithm (2) in

this context.
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We begin this discussion by making some definitions and identifications.  Let 0 <

m < M.   If u, = 2 fa G Sh, then

(6.1) G% = [fa *f)]f= ,,      Lm* = Z [CrxAmÇ\n.
/=i

Thus if U = 2 f^y satisfies QmU = <p, then

(6.2) (7 + 9l*GrUm + Î2^(G-'^G-Um - G"U^)))f = %,

or, equivalently,

(6.3) BmS = (G + q,kAm + q2k2AmG-lAm - q2k2A„\^ = G% = [to, *,)]/= !.

We note that (6.3) involves a symmetric, positive definite matrix Bm. We now let PQ

be one of the polynomials in kLQ discussed in Section V.  Let pß(x) = 1 + q^ +

q2x2 define its coefficients, and let

pB = G + qxkA0 + q^AgG^Af,,

which is also a symmetric, positive definite matrix on RJ. Finally, rewriting (5.6) gives

us the following:

(6.4) C1<"A?,ij><<i?flii|,n><C2<''Ai,f|>J      i)£R;,

where <•, •> is the usual inner product on RJ.

Thus, we see that Sh with the 7,2(£2)-inner product and RJ with the <G-, ->-inner

product are unitarily equivalent under the identification of i¿>,- with the ith canonical

basis function in R^.  This implies that any process P on Sh that solves systems in-

volving Qm, using PQ as a preconditioner, is formally equivalent to a process P7 on RJ

that solves systems involving G~1Bm, using G~l PB as a preconditioner.  Since a pro-

cess will usually be given on RJ, in practice, this identification defines the correspond-

ing process P on S,,.

How do we compute the coefficients {f"}i<,-</io<n<jif f°r the basis expansions

of the functions {Un}0<n<M = {2 {""</>,•} defined by Algorithm (2)?  The linear sys-

tem used to compute U° has y = Pf as a right-hand side where /G L2(Sl). If ip =

2 $p¿, then

(6.5) G? = [(Pf, *>,)]/= ! = [(/, *>y)]/= i •

Thus, &J can be calculated by taking inner products with /, and \f can be found by

solving a system involving G.   The linear system used to compute Un+1 for some n >

0 has P„U" = 2 {-{V,- as a right-hand side.  If we know f (the coefficients for IP),

then

(6.6) G£" = (G + PlkAn + p2k2(AnG-xAn - A^M",

so that G£" can be calculated by solving one system involving G, and £n can be calcu-

lated by solving two.  Thus, we can compute the right-hand sides of the various sys-

tems.  If we know {f}?=0. the initial guess for the iteration procedure is easy to cal-

culate.  Then, to find f+ ' via the process P7, we may have to evaluate CTlBn+1 and
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G~lpB, solve systems involving G-1 PB, and do various Hubert space operations in RJ

with the <G-, -Mnner product.  Evaluating G~lBn+ x or G-1 PB is straightforward. (How-

ever, note that calculating

(G(G_ 15„+i)p1,i72> = <7i„ + 1T?1,772>    forr7i,T?2 GR7

only means solving one system involving G.)  If we have to solve the system G-1 pBr) =

% in RJ, we observe that this is equivalent to solving pBr¡ = G%. (This becomes con-

venient in many situations as G\ may be easier to obtain than %.  This was the case in

(6.5) and (6.6).) We must now solve systems that involve PB. If pß(x) = (1 + Xx)2

for some X > 0 for instance, then

pB = (G + Xfc40)G_1(G + \kA0).

Thus, solving pBr\ = G% in this case means solving two systems that involve the same

matrix (G + Xfc40) and evaluating G once.  If pQ(x) is not a perfect square, other

techniques could be used to efficiently solve systems involving PB.

Regarding the attainment of certain tolerances by the process P^, we follow a

discussion in [4] and note that if f" + *,a gives the coefficients of the ath iterate

rjn+i,a _ 2 j.n+i.a^ 0f tne preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm (where

t/"+I'° is the initial guess), and f"+1 gives the coefficients of the true solution

t/"+ » = 2 ff + V„ the quantity <?B~lBn+ S"+ ''a ~ ¡"+l), Bn+ i(f"+*'" ~ f"+ ')>
is calculated.  Thus, since

nPQll2írjn+¡,<*   - j/"+ 1)||2/||PQI/2(£/n+1'° - ¿?"+1)||2

<a"Ä-iBn+1(r+1'a-r,+l),Än+1(r+1,°' -r+1)Y<''fi-1fin+i(r+'-0-r+l),5„+I(r+1'0-r+i)>,

where the latter quantity is known up to the constant, we have an estimate for the

error reduction given by the preconditioned conjugate gradient process as the iterations

are being carried out.

The particular choice of the iterative process will determine which of the above

considerations is relevant in the implementation of Algorithm (2).
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